The Heart of the Healer

Gaia’s Calling: A Pachakuti Mesa Tradition (PMT) Earth Day 2017 Ritual

The following community inspired ritual is designed is to honor ourselves as Pachamama’s Children, as Salt of the Earth and Starlight from the Sky.

Through our reverent invocation of the life-affirming generosity borne of Earth, Water, Air, Fire and Quintessence, we purify ourselves, humble ourselves and see ourselves as reflections of the beauty and sanctity of Creation’s dreaming. In doing so, we are moved to gratitude, to being examples of sacred reciprocity, of human Ayni and as nourishing offerings of unconditional love for the Earth. Wherever you may be, alone or with others, at home or at a sacred site, know that you are part of a shamanic planetary field of transformational healing grace. May this knowing further our seven generation re-Membering as children of Pachamama – Hayli!

Lovingly mix the Medicine for the Earth (Pachahampiq) ingredients in a non-plastic bowl using either a wooden or metal spoon.

Together with your Misarumi, carry the mixture in the bowl or other (non-plastic) container to a location of your heart’s choice.

Make an offering to the five directions using a k’intu, tobacco, corn meal, or any other form of sanctified food known to earth honoring shamanic peoples.

Ask our beloved Pachamama’s permission to make a 7” diameter opening upon her sacrosanct body as an ‘honoring portal’ in service to All Our Relations.

Break open the surface soil and reverently dig your hands into the earth, scooping out the life-giving fertile body of our mother and placing this fresh earth in a small pile to the right side of where you are. Place your Misarumi upon it.

Direct your left palm to the ‘honoring portal’ in the earth while holding the Medicine container in your right hand.

Tone the five Pachakuti Mesa Lineage directions 3x each.

Take a deep breath and with your left hand scoop up the bio-etheric wholeness of Earth, Water, Air, Fire, Quintessence, Earth, Sky, Salt and Starlight into your Hatun Sonqo (universal heart). Hold your breath crystalizing this unified awareness of yourself as Pachamama’s child into every fiber of your being, then phukuy your breath in ayni back into the ‘honoring portal.’

This alignment is now embodied as Light within the crystal shard, nourished and sustained by the Medicine for the Earth. Now, in an expression of our human interdependent reverence for Pachamama, place the crystal into the ‘honoring portal’ and pour over it a portion of the Medicine of the Earth.

Using your hands, return the soil beneath your Misarumi into the ‘honoring portal’ and place your Misarumi on top of the carefully restored surface.

Lastly, blow through your Misarumi as a ritual anchoring of Right Action, Borne of Compassionate Spiritual Wisdom, Unites!

NOTE: Keep the remaining Medicine for use in despachos, apacheta feedings or any other way you feel may best serve to amplify human eco-spiritualization upon our planet.

~ In gratitude, don Oscar and Cindy